S O L U T I O N

FRAM yields
big results
by employing
LEAN
®

S H O W C A S E

Every day, companies across a wide range of industries use
LEAN in their supply chains, warehouses and distribution centers,
finance departments, and customer service centers, among other
areas. LEAN practices improve safety, quality, and productivity by
extracting cost and waste from all facets of an operation – from the
procurement of raw materials to the shipment of finished goods. In
2013, FRAM contracted Ryder to implement a LEAN culture in one
of its five distribution centers (DCs). This report showcases the LEAN
culture and the results FRAM achieved from its implementation.
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The Outsourcing Difference
Since partnering with Ryder, FRAM has experienced:

Productivity increase of

100%

Pick accuracy of

99.8%

Reduction of distribution
costs by seven figures
year over year

Improved average
Units Per Man Hour
(UPH) from 33 to 68

Decrease in staffing
from 320 employees
to 205

Inventory shrinkage
of .03% exceeding
company goal

Improved fill rate and
customer satisfaction by
quickly reacting to requests
from brand leadership and
customer service

LEAN is a component of enriching the culture and driving

of an operation, from the procurement of raw materials to the

engagement, instilling a vested interest to reach a common goal. The

shipment of finished goods.

roots of LEAN date back to Henry Ford’s manufacturing innovations
in the early 20th century. However, LEAN manufacturing really had

To combat waste, a LEAN organization embraces the concept

its start after World War II at the Toyota Motor Company due to the

of Kaizen, or continuous improvement. Rather than implement

fact that post war resources were scarce, and manufacturing needed

ambitious programs to accomplish sweeping reforms, a LEAN

to be kick-started.

operation makes incremental improvements consistently over time.
These small changes add up to produce significant gains in both

The Toyota Production System (TPS)
aimed to identify eight types of waste, and
eliminate them. The eight types include:
1. Transport – moving people, products, and information

quality and operating performance.

Five guiding principles govern every
activity of a LEAN environment.
These include:

2. Inventory – storing parts, pieces, and documentation ahead
of requirements
3. Motion – bending, turning, reaching, and lifting
4. Waiting – for parts, information, instructions, and equipment
5. Over production – making more than immediately required
6. Over processing – tighter tolerances or higher grade materials
than necessary

1. People involvement: engaging every employee to root out
waste, eliminate problems and make improvements
2. Built-in quality: preventing mistakes before they happen,
engineering processes to make them “mistake proof”
3. Standardization: documenting best practices and making sure
they are followed
4. Short lead time: continuous flow of people, materials,

7. Defects – rework, scrap, incorrect documentation

equipment and process to ensure that customers receive defect-

8. Skills – underutilizing capabilities, delegating tasks with

free products that are pulled through the supply chain at the

inadequate training

right place, at the right time in the right quantity
5. Continuous improvement: understanding that no matter how

The process of eliminating these eight types of waste is the building

well a process works, there’s room to make it better

block of LEAN.
A LEAN culture offers tremendous rewards for any company’s supply
In the supply chain arena, creating a LEAN culture offers tremendous

chain. It does, however, require a strong, long-term commitment to

opportunities for companies seeking continuous, incremental gains

a LEAN transformation strategy. Fortunately, the right third-party

in safety, quality, and efficiency. And while becoming LEAN does not

logistics partner can offer deep expertise on how to deploy a LEAN

mean re-engineering entire operations, it does require a significant

strategy to transform your supply chain operation with continuous,

commitment in time and people. This is apparent in Ryder’s

incremental gains in safety, quality, and efficiency.

partnership with FRAM, America’s top oil filter manufacturer.
These results are exactly what America’s top oil filter manufacturer
Businesses that cultivate a LEAN culture report significant

experienced after partnering with Ryder to implement a LEAN

improvements in their operations. Because LEAN practices improve

culture in one of its distribution centers.

quality and productivity by taking cost and waste out of all facets

Filtering waste from
the supply chain

FRAM’s 710,000-square-foot plant in Hebron, Kentucky is the largest
distribution center in the world for oil filters – filling 900 orders
per day, which is about 30 truckload shipments. It’s there that the
company’s values are at work every day in a big way: Safety; People;

Innovation has been a hallmark of FRAM products since the

Quality; Delivery; and Cost.

company’s inception more than 75 years ago, when chemists
Frederick Franklin and T. Edward Aldam invented an easily-

“Putting them to work is more challenging than ever before,”

replaceable oil filtering element at their laboratory in Providence,

says Steven L. Crowthers, Director of Distribution Operations for

Rhode Island. Back then, automotive oil filters of various types

FRAM Americas. Orders processed at the plant are now smaller in

had been on the market for nearly 10 years, yet were difficult to

volume but more frequent, as retailers try to meet the demands

install, change, and clean. Franklin and Aldam, whose last name

of customers, and account for the lack of back-stock inventory

combination gave rise to the company name, set out to solve these

space at retailers. Customers also require products in different

problems with their revolutionary filters. And they did so with

bulk configurations than in the past. In addition, FRAM is growing

spectacular success.

its customer base, as demand for its products increases from
companies like Walmart, Valvoline, Carquest Auto Parts,

Today, Lake Forest, Illinois-based FRAM continues to manufacture

and Autozone.

and market a variety of quality oil, air, and fuel filters, as well as
many automotive accessories such as PCV valves, crankcase filters,

Increasing sales is FRAM’s yearly goal, Crowthers emphasizes: “As

and transmission modulators.

market churn for FRAM’s products has decreased by nearly half
of what it was historically due to longer lasting products, we need

With North American research and development, manufacturing,

to capture more market share by being exceptionally customer-

and marketing locations in Greenville, Ohio; Perrysburg, Ohio;

centric and drive our diverse distribution channels to their optimum

Albion, Illinois; Shelby Township, Michigan; Lake Forest, Illinois;

performance. This requires more tools to perfect its distribution

Hebron, Kentucky; Fernley, Nevada; Riverside, California; and

process – tools that would also help fill the potential profit gap

York, South Carolina, FRAM Filtration employs the most modern

on filtration products that have ever-tighter margins. Our value

process control and automated inspection equipment to assure

proposition to our customers is that we far exceed any alternative

that products are made on time and meet rigorous internal and

you have. We’ll get it to you how and when you need it.”

customer requirements.

“We chose Ryder because it is
a leader in the 3PL industry with a
strong portfolio of demonstrated
success and project
management skills”
– Steven L. Crowthers
Director of Distribution Operations
FRAM Americas

Improvements include reducing unnecessary product changeovers,
improved slotting and flow planning, and increased asset
productivity, resulting in getting production lines up to speed and
taking wasted time and energy out of loading and shipping processes.
Since FRAM collaborated with Ryder to implement a LEAN culture
in 2013, the company’s warehouse costs have seen a seven figure
savings year-over-year; and its inventory shrinkage now is well within
the .03 percent target. Pick accuracy is at 99.8 percent, productivity
has increased by 100 percent, and FRAM’s units per man hour
(UPH) has averaged at about 68 over the past 12 to 18 months – up
dramatically from where it was at 33 UPH in 2013, according to
Gregg Fleckinger, Distribution Engineer for FRAM. This has all been
accomplished with a decrease in staffing from 320 to 205 employees.
Metrics that speak directly to LEAN processes’ success in driving

To make good on that promise, FRAM needed a strategic third

quality, delivery, and cost are reviewed daily in Ryder’s system

party logistics (3PL) partner that could bring top quality supply
chain principles and automation to its distribution process, allowing
the company to focus on its core competency. “We chose Ryder
because it is a leader in the 3PL industry with a strong portfolio of
demonstrated success and project management skills,” Crowthers
says. “They were - and are - the best team to offer us engineering
support that drives improvements while being cost effective.”

for FRAM, where Ryder’s employees work seamlessly alongside
associates of the company, Crowthers says.
“This is a completely transparent partnership in which Ryder
fully understands the depth of our customers’ needs and delivers
remarkable results. They are part of our strategic planning and
budgeting on a long-term and a day-to-day basis,” he adds. “We

For FRAM, Ryder provides its supply chain solution that includes
implementing LEAN to create a culture of continuous improvement,

challenge each other in the quest for daily improvement in an
environment of connectivity and transparency.”

engaging and empowering the workforce, and ensuring a more
effective distribution and operations process. Ryder currently
provides supply chain services to retailers in more than 17
industries, including general merchandise; appliances; sporting
goods; hardware and building materials; drug stores; e-commerce;
and clothing, apparel and footwear.
“We know that meeting the demands of consumers is becoming
increasingly difficult,” says Jimmy Fitzpatrick, Group Director of
Customer Logistics at Ryder, who works with FRAM. “With more
consumers shopping online and many others shopping at brickand-mortar stores, having the products they want when they want
them is key to keeping loyal customers and turning profits. The
way to deliver long-term customer value and outstanding business
performance, quarter after quarter, year after year, is to nourish a
LEAN culture where every step in every process adds value for the
customer. If it doesn’t add value, it is eliminated.”
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